Fact Sheet
Switch On Workshops
Empower your
leaders to create
authentic change
within your
organisation.
Actrua’s Switch
On Workshops
provide the
platform to
build a high
performing
safety culture.

Switch On Workshops will challenge your people’s current beliefs and behaviours
about safety. Participants will be taken on an emotional and thought-provoking
journey that goes beyond compliance to create a fundamental shift in their
relationship to safety.

Workshops for Leaders and Crew
To activate and reinforce a positive culture of safety, we’ve designed our
workshops at two specific levels.
Workshops for Leaders are recommended as the first phase, to ensure your leadership group
is fully engaged with and able to support the Switch On strategies. Team Member workshops
can then be deployed to your whole workforce, and can be co-facilitated with your internal
leaders. This approach helps empower your leaders and build internal ownership of the
program.

Switch On Workshops Will:
• Create a shared belief across your entire organisation that all incidents are preventable
• Facilitate visible felt leadership in HSEC
• Equip participants with the skills and expertise to positively influence others
• Provide participants with the confidence and techniques to intervene if they see an unsafe
act or condition
• Encourage participants to recognise and acknowledge others when they see safe acts and
conditions
• Increase awareness of hazard and near-miss situations and extend this awareness to the
home and wider community
• Create individual and team safety action plans for your workplace
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Switch On Workshop Format
We’re more than just trainers. We use a highly interactive and engaging format to
challenge beliefs and inspire your people to put their learning into action.
Switch On Workshops run over two days with between 12 – 16 participants. We use a
powerful combination of training and skill development, group discussions, team and
outdoor activities, visual stimuli and individual learning. At the end of the workshops, we
develop and record team action plans to be tracked for implementation.

Actrua Core 4 Model
The foundation for our Switch On Workshops is the Actrua Core 4 Model.

Day 1 – Switch On
Participants:
• Are challenged to confront unsafe behaviours in their environment that they been
tolerating or excusing
• Learn simple but powerful techniques to Switch On, both at
work and at home
• Identify why Safety Leadership is important for them
• Switch On to become personally accountable for making
safe choices

Day 2 – Act on It
Participants:
• Are taken through a series of scenarios, video footage and
role plays to develop the skills and techniques to have
Courageous Conversations
• Take part in an outdoor activity that challenges their Safe to
Start and their choices once pressure is applied
• Are empowered to act on it and create individual action
plans they must implement at work and home.
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